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Computational Analysis
of Sequence Selection Mechanisms
examine the number of alternative sequences as a func-
tion of energy. A rough estimate suggests that the num-
ber of sequences of a protein of length L with energy
Leonid Meyerguz,1 Catherine Grasso,2
Jon Kleinberg,1 and Ron Elber1,*
1Department of Computer Science
4130 Upson Hall lower than E is growing exponentially in L. Since typical
protein lengths (L ) are between 100 and 1000 amino2 Center of Applied Mathematics
Cornell University acids, this number (which we denote by N(E )) is enor-
mous. While it is naı¨ve to think that the sequence spaceIthaca, New York 14853
has been explored extensively by nature, it is useful to
examine known protein sequences and shapes and to
infer mechanisms that may have led to the current distri-Summary
bution of proteins.
We assume that native sequences were selected be-Mechanisms leading to gene variations are responsi-
cause they were highly probable as a function of energy.ble for the diversity of species and are important com-
Hence, the probability of sampling a native sequenceponents of the theory of evolution. One constraint on
An with energy En is a maximum as a function of energy.gene evolution is that of protein foldability; the three-
This assumption is tested in the present manuscript bydimensional shapes of proteins must be thermody-
examining the energy distribution of homologous pro-namically stable. We explore the impact of this con-
teins. If the distribution of the energies of homologousstraint and calculate properties of foldable sequences
proteins is narrow and centered near the energy of theusing 3660 structures from the Protein Data Bank. We
native proteins, then the above assumption is expectedseek a selection function that receives sequences as
to be sound.input, and outputs survival probability based on se-
The probability of finding a sequence between energyquence fitness to structure. We compute the number
E and E  E is given by P(E )E  G(E )(E )E , whereof sequences that match a particular protein structure
P(E ) is the probability density, E is a small energywith energy lower than the native sequence, the den-
interval, and the number density as a function of en-sity of the number of sequences, the entropy, and the
ergy—(E )—is given by“selection” temperature. The mechanism of structure
selection for sequences longer than 200 amino acids
(E)E  N(E  E)  N(E)  dN
dE
E.is approximately universal. For shorter sequences, it
is not. We speculate on concrete evolutionary mecha-
nisms that show this behavior. Since (E ) is a rapidly increasing function, G(E ) must
be a rapidly decreasing function to keep the energies
of probable sequences below the unfolded state. HereIntroduction
we use our assumption of highly probable native se-
quences and search for a maximum of the probabilityAn intriguing question in evolution is that of the mecha-
for the native sequence An and its corresponding nativenism of sequence selection; what is the means that
energy En, we haveselects the sequences we see today? The space of all
possible sequences for a protein of length L is enormous d log[P(E)]
dE 
En

d/dE
(E)

dG/dE
G(E) 
En
 0.(20L possibilities). Only a tiny fraction of this space is
realized in genomes, making the selection process par-
ticularly intriguing.
As discussed below, we can (and do) compute the func-To model evolutionary processes we consider a selec-
tion N(E ) and its derivatives:(E ) and d(E )/dE for 3660tion function denoted by G that accepts as an input a
proteins. This calculation makes it possible to estimateprotein sequence and returns a survival probability. The
decision depends on a set of variables that may include

dG(E)/dE
G(E) 
EEn
(for example) protein function, protein flexibility, protein
stability, and more. Here we focus on only one variable:
the stability energy, E, of sequences embedded in 3660 that we denote by n.
alternative structures. The single variable, E, is clearly The above definition of n is similar to the usual esti-
important (unstable proteins could not possibly work) mate of the Boltzmann factor in statistical mechanics
and study of its impact will provide a reference frame- in configuration space (Feynmann, 1982). One may
work for potential studies of other variables (e.g., biolog- adapt the language of statistical mechanics and identify
ical activity, flexibility, etc.). The energy of a sequence n with an inverse temperature of selection n  1/Tn.
is determined by fitting it into a structure. We examine There are two points worth emphasizing here: (a) G(E )
the sequence-structure matches, one structure at a depends on more than the energy (we already men-
time. tioned above function and flexibility and it is likely that
To determine the space of selected sequences, we more variables are relevant). The coupling between the
different variables is not quantified and has the potential
of complicating our analysis. The relatively simple pic-*Correspondence: ron@cs.cornell.edu
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ture described below for the temperature of selection (natural) distribution of proteins. The current set of pro-
teins is not optimized for structural stability. While weacross the whole Protein Data Bank (Berman et al., 2000)
is therefore even more striking. (b) The inverse tempera- are able to account for other factors of selection by the
“temperature,” the origin of the selection temperature isture n is a property of a single protein structure, which
is obtained by computing the selection variable for one not clear and further studies are warranted. For example,
since it is so easy to generate more stable proteins,protein shape (and many fitting sequences). There is no
obvious reason why n is the same or similar for different what are the mechanisms that lead to the relatively high
natural selection temperature(s)?proteins, and we investigate the properties of n in order
to answer this question. Perhaps the most striking (second) observation of the
present manuscript is the calculation of a singly peakedAnalyzing sequence space using statistical mechan-
ics tools was pioneered by Gutin and Shakhnovich distribution of selection temperatures, suggesting a sim-
ilar selection mechanism throughout the currently known(Shakhnovich and Gutin, 1993). In particular, they have
shown the analogy of the protein design problem to the shapes of proteins. A comparison of the selection tem-
peratures to an estimate of the physical folding tempera-ferromagnetic Ising model and demonstrated sequence
optimization for four proteins and lattice models. Further tures shows weak correlation between the two.
analysis of sequence space was provided by a calcula-
tion of the entropy (Shakhnovich 1994) using an alterna-
The Database and Energy Functionstive protocol to the approach that we use below. A few
The Database of Protein Structuresgroups had followed with further theoretical analysis of
and Native Sequencessequence space and its relation to structure. Betancourt
Our goal is to compute the statistical properties of se-and Thirumalai (2002) had suggested a new measure
quence space for all known folds of proteins, one struc-for protein foldability, and Saven and Wolynes (1997)
ture at a time. The first objective is to determine whichconsidered an alternative analysis of sequence space
structures will be studied. Using our experience in pro-and protein designability that is based on counting with
tein annotation that requires similar databases (Mellerconstraints (using Lagrange multipliers).
and Elber, 2002), we adopted a reduced and nonredun-Significant advances were made in the understanding
dant set of protein shapes that is used for fold recogni-of general principles. However, the detailed simulations
tion. This set includes 3660 structures, which representswere limited to model systems or to only a few protein
well the known folds of the Protein Data Bank. Itshapes. It is of interest to have a more global view on
can be found at http://www.cs.cornell.edu/leonidm/the currently known space of protein folds and to exam-
jm_list.txt. We removed from the original set (with 3904ine its relationship to sequence space. Providing the
structures) the longest proteins (longer than 500 aminodesired global view is the purpose of the present manu-
acids) for which the convergence of the counting proce-script.
dure was poor. The structures were selected accordingNumerical studies of sequence to structure fitness
to (yet another) structural alignment algorithm of ourwere done by Koehl and Levitt (2002) and by Larson et
own design (J. Meller and R.E., unpublished data—seeal. (2002). A number of sequences and shapes (from
below). The complete Protein Data Bank was scannedthe Protein Data Bank) were considered and examined;
to avoid shape redundancy, and only shapes with rmsatomically detailed models were employed to generate
distances of at least 6 A˚ to the rest of the structures inrealistic structural models. Nevertheless, the atomically
the set were added to the database. The comparisondetailed models are expensive to compute, and make
of any two structures was done in two steps. In the firstit difficult to efficiently sample sequence space and to
step the structures were aligned, and in the second stepcompute statistical mechanic functions. In the present
the rms distance between the two aligned structuresmanuscript, we use simple protein energies that can
was computed.be computed rapidly. These simplified representations
To compute an alignment, contact maps were used.were used extensively in protein annotation, and identifi-
The geometric centers of the amino acid side chainscation of correct folds. While not as accurate as atomic
(called here “structural” sites) provide the Cartesian rep-potentials, they do capture structural fingerprints of
resentation of the structure. From the Cartesian repre-many families, and we therefore use them here.
sentation, all the contacts between the sites are com-At the core of the statistical mechanic computation
puted and stored (by definition, a pair of structural sitesis a counting procedure. We count the number of se-
is in contact if it is separated by a distance smaller thanquences, N(E ), that fit into a structure as a function of
6.5 A˚).energy, E. And, as discussed above, we compute from
In our structural alignment algorithm, two layers ofN(E ) the functions (E ) and Tn for 3660 proteins.
contacts are used, providing more detailed descriptionTo summarize the major finding of this manuscript:
of structural sites. Consider a primary site i that is inwe have introduced an efficient algorithm to count se-
contact with J sites. We record the number of contacts,quences that fit a given shape, and apply it to obtain
m, to each of the J sites and use it as a second identifier.estimates of the absolute number of sequences that fit
A contact to site i has two indices (j, m ) j  1,…,J.3660 representative structures of the Protein Data Bank.
Comparing two structures, sites are examined for theThe first observation is that it is easy to find sequences
identity of their contacts, and are aligned using dynamicthat are significantly more stable than the native se-
programming. Structural sites that are not alignedquence, and this is for a number of fitness measures. It
against gaps are used in the second step of an rmsmeans that structural stability and energy considera-
tions are clearly insufficient to account for the current calculation. In the rms calculations, the aligned residues
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are overlapped by overall translation and rotation to to test the “sensitivity” of our results to the details of
the potentials.minimize the distance between the two Cartesian repre-
sentations of the structures (Kabsch, 1978). The prime The Algorithm
For each protein in the set, we calculate the numberadvantage of this heuristic algorithm is of efficiency;
however, other structural comparison algorithms could of sequences N(E ), which is exponentially large in the
protein length. Therefore, it is necessary to avoid work-have been used. Indeed, the set of 3904 structures was
later tested using the CE structural alignment algorithm ing with the full search space explicitly. The difficulties
are similar to those encountered in the calculations of(Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998). We obtained very similar
results, indicating that our database provides a nonre- partition functions in computational statistical physics.
In fact, dN(E )/dE plays the role of the partition functiondundant representation of the Protein Data Bank.
The Energy Functions for the microcanonical ensemble. The above observa-
tion suggests that approaches to estimate the partitionTwo energy functions are used to count sequences with
energies lower than the native energy: THOM2 (Meller function are likely to be useful here as well. An alternative
algorithm for the calculation of the sequence entropyand Elber, 2001) and TE-13 (Tobi and Elber, 2000). We
determined the potential parameters by solving linear as a function of temperature was put forward by Shakh-
novich (Shakhnovich, 1994).inequalities. We required that energies of native se-
quences embedded into native structures are lower than The algorithm we employ is closely related to umbrella
sampling (Torrie and Valleau, 1977), and to randomizedthe energies of native sequences embedded into decoy
structures. Both functions are based on the geometric algorithms for approximate enumeration (Jerrum and
Sinclair, 1996). The basic step is the estimation of thecenters of the side chains and were discussed and
tested extensively in the past. We briefly describe the ratio N(E  )/N(E ) for given E and . This ratio can be
estimated efficiently with a Markov chain in sequencetwo energy functions below.
In computing the THOM2 energy, we use the same space. Let Ai0 be the current sequence. From the current
sequence we generate at random a new sequence Ai1definition of contacts as the one described in the struc-
tural comparison section above. The geometric centers in which (at most) two amino acids are modified. Two
types of random changes to the sequence (mutations)are computed for the native structures and are used
also for the probe sequences even if the amino acid side are considered: (i) a site is picked at random and the
amino acid in that site (k) is modified (at random again)chain was changed. This procedure is computationally
efficient and was found superior to the alternative use to k; and (ii) two sites are picked at random and their
corresponding amino acids exchange positions. Optionof C-based potentials (D. Tobi and R.E., unpublished
data). Potentials based on the geometric centers recog- (i) is more complete but may over-count sequences with
low sequence diversity (e.g., homopolymers) that cannize more native folds than potentials based on C posi-
tions (with the same number of parameters). be artificially stable in our models; option (ii) is more
restricted (the composition of the amino acids is fixed),The energy is given in a table with three indices, Eij(i,
ji, mj), where Eij is the energy associated with the contact but it avoids the problem with sequences of low com-
plexity (e.g., the creation of poly-cysteine as the ultimatebetween amino acids in sites i and j, i is the type of
the amino acid in site i, ji the index of a contact to site most stable sequence). There were more studies with a
fixed composition (Shakhnovich and Gutin, 1993; Koehli, and mj is the number of contacts to site j. The total
energy in THOM2 is given by a sum over all pairs (i, j). and Levitt, 2002), but studies with variable composition
are also available (Saven and Wolynes, 1997; Saven,Table 1 provides the THOM2 energies.
Since THOM2 is independent of the identity of the 2002). The energy of the new sequence in the fixed
structure is computed according to the current modelamino acid at site j, it is possible to use THOM2 to
score efficiently an optimal alignment of a sequence to (either THOM2 or TE-13). To further explore measures
of sequence-to-structure fitness, we also consider thea structure (with dynamic programming). This is the pri-
mary advantage of the THOM2 energy function. The effect of reverse sequence in which the energy (in this
case THOM2) is computed for the current sequence, A,other energy function that we use (TE13) cannot be
scored optimally with such techniques. However, TE13 and the inverse of that sequence, Ar. The score energy
in the last case is ETHOM2(A )  ETHOM2(Ar). The idea is tois more accurate than THOM2 in the sense that more
native folds are recognized in an extensive test (Tobi mimic a random sequence by the inverse sequence and
to compute a “cheap” measure of significance. Thisand Elber, 2000).
The TE13 model is a distance-dependent pair-energy. measure was used effectively in Hidden Markov models
(Karchin, 2003). Finally, we also tested a random se-The pairwise interaction between structural sites i and
j is extracted from a table, Eij(i, j, rij). The table entries quence (with the same amino acid composition) instead
of an inverse sequence in the formula above. The resultsdepend on the two types of the amino acids, i, j, and
on the distance between the sites rij. The distance is were remarkably similar to the reverse sequence and
are therefore not shown in the manuscript.binned into 13 steps for detailed parameterization. The
total number of TE13 parameters is therefore 210	 13 If the energy is lower than E  , the sequence is
used in the counting described below, otherwise the2730 that can be found at http://www.cs.cornell.edu/
leonidm/te13/te13.htm. To compute the total energy, sequence is rejected and another random selection is
attempted. This process is run for l(E  ) acceptedall pairwise interactions are summed.
Note that in the counting described below we do not steps, where we define l(E ) to be the number of these
steps in which the sequence had energy below E. Thealign the sequences and structures since they are of
the same length, L. The two energy functions are used ratio N(E  )/N(E ) is estimated as l(E  )/l(E ). For
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Table 1. THOM2 Energy as a Function of the Contact Type and the Amino Acid Type
Ala Arg Asn Asp Cys Gln Glu Gly His Ile
(1,1) 0.225 0.029 0.033 0.082 0.822 0.259 0.091 0.286 0.072 0.117
(1,5) 0.207 0.257 0.103 0.196 1.109 0.005 0.075 0.002 0.029 0.306
(1,9) 6.011 4.086 5.419 6.137 7.266 5.878 5.801 5.808 4.753 5.455
(3,1) 0.006 0.096 0.172 0.023 0.496 0.091 0.108 0.307 0.043 0.104
(3,5) 0.078 0.177 0.153 0.129 0.693 0.115 0.236 0.037 0.029 0.287
(3,9) 0.295 0.056 0.327 0.082 0.780 0.182 0.018 0.128 0.469 0.597
(5,1) 0.134 0.206 0.045 0.222 0.147 0.113 0.076 0.480 0.191 0.148
(5,3) 0.064 0.165 0.202 0.169 0.596 0.040 0.127 0.183 0.038 0.245
(5,5) 0.654 0.681 0.264 0.195 0.821 0.092 0.427 0.365 0.194 0.469
(7,1) 6.291 5.499 5.558 6.020 5.090 5.547 5.681 6.102 5.697 5.591
(7,5) 0.172 0.289 0.363 0.386 0.276 0.285 0.450 0.327 0.277 0.080
(7,9) 0.082 0.409 0.003 0.154 0.297 0.038 0.275 0.052 0.685 0.039
(9,1) 10.000 4.497 6.050 5.215 3.999 5.936 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
(9,5) 0.259 0.305 0.261 0.712 0.412 0.017 0.323 0.828 0.091 1.256
(9,9) 0.195 0.042 0.367 1.340 1.186 0.469 1.374 1.358 1.055 1.991
(0,0)
Leu Lys Met Phe Pro Ser Thr Trp Tyr Val Gap
(1,1) 0.159 0.016 0.213 0.204 0.029 0.047 0.065 0.502 0.637 0.280 8.900
(1,5) 0.230 0.132 0.147 0.292 0.231 0.067 0.093 0.605 0.398 0.358 5.700
(1,9) 5.855 4.905 4.967 5.826 6.169 5.887 5.886 5.254 6.791 6.989 10.000
(3,1) 0.099 0.106 0.196 0.170 0.015 0.405 0.061 0.311 0.295 0.053 10.000
(3,5) 0.213 0.141 0.080 0.315 0.054 0.058 0.079 0.364 0.278 0.168 10.000
(3,9) 0.487 0.086 0.851 0.065 0.195 0.234 0.150 0.151 0.034 0.272 10.000
(5,1) 0.319 0.056 0.152 0.271 0.169 0.190 0.342 0.068 0.016 0.190 10.000
(5,3) 0.187 0.258 0.259 0.283 0.089 0.114 0.017 0.365 0.297 0.270 10.000
(5,5) 0.423 0.336 0.319 0.074 0.549 0.218 0.005 0.038 0.459 0.584 10.000
(7,1) 5.262 6.082 5.642 5.797 5.819 5.226 5.477 6.419 5.170 5.530 10.000
(7,5) 0.008 0.497 0.243 0.158 0.421 0.126 0.337 0.042 0.083 0.029 10.000
(7,9) 0.175 0.668 0.061 0.032 0.706 0.825 0.242 0.362 0.142 0.246 10.000
(9,1) 6.222 5.593 4.915 6.021 9.614 10.000 10.000 5.885 10.000 10.000 10.000
(9,5) 0.150 0.525 0.194 0.431 3.066 0.426 0.524 0.080 0.081 0.206 10.000
(9,9) 0.248 0.293 1.411 1.330 6.939 3.223 0.538 0.815 0.533 0.515 10.000
(0,0) 1.000
i is the primary site, j the secondary site. Note that the number of neighbors to a site is “coarse grained” and means the following actual
number of neighbors: 1→1,2 3→3,4 5→5,6 7→7,8 9→
9.
sufficiently small , the ratio is close to 1 and the count- Estimating c (in addition to N(E)) cannot be done with
the telescoping procedure described above, and an al-ing converges rapidly. Multiple calculations of ratios
close to 1 (called telescoping) make it possible to esti- ternative is required. The problem is similar to the deter-
mination of absolute free energies, which is known tomate ratios significantly different from 1. For example,
(k is a positive integer) be computationally harder than the determination of free
energy differences.
Nevertheless, in the present case shortcuts can beN(E  k · )/N(E)    N(E  k · )N(E  (k  1)) found. Let N(∞) be the total (known) number of se-
quences. It is 20L for option (i) of sequence sampling,N(E  (k  1) · )N(E  (k  2)) 
…
…N(E  )N(E) , and for option (ii) it is
where each term in the product is computed by a sepa- L!

m
1
l()!
,
rate Markov chain.
Using the “telescoping” procedure, we are able to
compute the function N(E ) up to an unknown normal- where L is the length of the sequence,  is the type of
izing constant c; in other words, we are computing the amino acid, and l() is the number of amino acids
N(E)  N(E)/c. of type  (Saven and Wolynes, 1997). Let E be the
The constant c affects the calculation of the number energy averaged over all possible sequences that can
density (and the entropy defined below) by the addition be computed efficiently by a direct sampling procedure
of a constant number and does not affect the tempera- as the average energy of randomly sampled sequences:
ture, since we have
S  log((E))  log(cdN/dE)  log(dN/dE)  log(c) E  1
K k1
E(Ak,X )
T  (dS/dE)1  d log(dN/dE)dE 
1
(where Ak is a random sequence). We then sample an
additional set of K random sequences. Let K↓/K be the
fraction of sequences that are below E; we therefore d log(c · dN/dE)dE 
1
 d log(dN/dE)dE 
1
.
have N(E)  N(∞) · K↓/K. The ratio N(E)/N(E) is com-
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Figure 1. The Energies of Homologous Pro-
teins Embedded in Native Shapes
For the 3660 different proteins with known
shapes (see text for more details), we com-
pute the THOM2 energies for all the homolo-
gous sequences that we found in the NR (non-
redundant proteins) database. The energies
per site are represented in (A). We also com-
puted the variance in energy per site and
show the binned distribution in (B) (blue) for
homologous sequences. For comparison, we
also show the distribution of variances of en-
ergies of random sequences in the same fig-
ure (red).
puted by telescoping and the known value of N(E) is energies per amino acid of the homologous proteins
are indeed peaked. For comparison we also show aused to determine the absolute value of N(E ).
Finally, we wanted to test the hypothesis of a sharply histogram of the variances of the energies for homolog
and random sequences in Figure 1B.peaked distribution of native energies, an assumption
that we used in the beginning of the discussion on the
selection function. For a sharply peaked distribution we Results
expect the energies of the homologous sequences em-
bedded in the native structure to be narrowly distributed. The number of sequences up to the native energy, the
number density, and the native temperature were com-To find homologous proteins, each of the sequences in
our list of proteins was aligned against the NR database puted for 3660 proteins using a Markov chain of se-
quences that were fitted into a single structure at a time.of protein sequences (Benson et al., 2000). Using the
BLAST algorithm with an E value of 0.001 we have found Typical counting results for individual proteins of the
same length (150 amino acids) are shown in Figure 2. Allabout 360,000 matches. For each of the matches we
computed the energy per amino acid of the aligned of the plots approach the same value since the maximum
number of sequences is the same 20150. However, thesegments since the homologous sequences are not nec-
essarily of the same length. A sample from the 360,000 rate at which they approach this maximal value depends
on the protein shape. We have computed the functiondata points is shown in Figure 1 demonstrating that the
Structure
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Figure 2. Absolute Number of Sequences as a Function of Energy
(A) The number of sequences as a function of energy. 5 proteins, lengths of 150 amino acids, from the set of 3660 proteins that we analyze
are shown in detail. The proteins are (from left to right): 1f3g, 1nul, 1ash, 1br1, and 1bbr. We also show the structures of 1ash (right) and 1f3g
(left) to demonstrate the significant variation in folds. The energy function was THOM2 and no constraints were used on sequence composition.
(B) Cartoon plots of two of the proteins for which counting was performed: the cartoon plots were copied from the Protein Data Bank site.
of N(E ); the derivative of this function (E ) was com- cludes counting with four different protocols: (i) counting
with TE13, (ii) counting with THOM2, (iii) counting withputed by Shakhnovich and Gutin (1993). When we com-
pute the derivative of the number of sequences, the THOM2 and fixed composition of amino acids, and (iv)
THOM2 counting using reverse sequences. The count-results are qualitatively similar. We note however that
the simple Gaussian model of sequence entropy is miss- ing is performed for the representative set of the Protein
Data Bank described above. Note that (i), (ii), and (iv) areing a phase transition in sequence space that we ob-
served in our set (L.M., R.E., and J.K., unpublished data). very similar and only the counting with fixed composition
shows different quantitative behavior (but similar quali-Despite the significant variation in the number of se-
quences (of the same lengths) with energy below the tative behavior).
The results for the temperature calculations are pre-native sequence, we found the length of the protein to
be the dominant factor in determining the sequence sented as a function of the protein lengths for the differ-
ent counting protocols in Figure 4. Each protein is pre-number as is demonstrated in Figure 3. The figure in-
Sequence Selection Mechanisms
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Figure 3. The Natural Logarithm of the Number of Sequences below Native Energy, N(Enative), as Function of Protein Length
The results for 3660 proteins are shown. For every protein structure, this number is found by first computing the ratio R  N(Enative)/N(E) via
the stochastic counting procedure outlined in the article, using the TE13 energy function with sequence mutations. The expected energy E
is of randomly sampled sequences. The resulting graph demonstrates an exponential dependence of the number of sequences more stable
than the native sequence and the protein length.
(A) Blue dots are the results with the THOM2 energy, the red dots are from TE13.
(B) Blue dots the counting with fixed composition and the red dots with reverse sequences (both with the THOM2 energy). Note that the least
similar dots are with the fixed composition that has the largest effect on the counting.
sented as a dot. In Figure 5, we also show a histogram there is a spread around the average. This pattern re-
peats for the two energy functions that we considered,plot for the individual temperatures computed with TE13
for proteins longer than 200 amino acids. suggesting it to be a general phenomenon. Note that this
is at variance with the results for homologous sequencesThe linear relationship of Figure 3 is observed on a
logarithmic scale, and the straight line is rather thick. (Figure 1) for which the normalized protein energy is
essentially a constant for all protein lengths.The explicit calculations of the temperature, using the
derivative of the entropy, show deviations from a con- It is of interest to compare the selection temperature
to the physical temperature of folding (i.e., the tempera-stant value. The temperature is roughly a constant only
for proteins longer than 200 amino acids, and even then ture in which the protein chain melts) or (alternatively)
Structure
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Figure 4. The Native Temperature, Tnative, as
a Function of Protein Length
The graph shows the temperature computed
for each protein using (A) the THOM2 and (B)
TE13 energy functions. The resulting graph
shows that the overall behavior of the native
temperature is similar for the two different
energy functions.
to the stability energy of the folded state and to check Discussion
if the two are correlated. We have computed the stability
energy for a selected set of 235 proteins. The unfolded Before continuing to the main conclusion of the present
study, it is worth comparing the results using differentstate was set to the zero energy using the procedure
described in Betancourt and Thirumalai (1999), and the counting procedures and energy functions. We first
comment on the calculation of the function, N(E ), thedifference from the native energy was computed. Hence,
we estimate the stability energy by changing the refer- number of sequences up to a given energy, E. There
are two striking observations in the log plots of Figureence state. Instead of a reference state of a random
sequence, the reference state is of contacts with only 3. The first is the remarkable similarity in the counting
results using two very different energy functions TE13water molecules. These stability energies are correlated
with the folding temperature. However, when we exam- and THOM2. The TE13 is a distance-dependent pairwise
potential that is the most accurate function we have atine the correlation of the stability energies with the selec-
tion temperatures, the correlation was weak (correlation our disposal. The THOM2 energy is a one body potential
that we can compute and align efficiently. On the logcoefficient of 0.6).
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Figure 5. The Distribution Function of the Se-
lection Temperature
A histogram plot of the temperatures com-
puted with reverse energy of THOM2. The
plot is for proteins longer than 200 amino
acids. Note the long tail for proteins with high
selection temperature.
plot of Figure 3A, both energies lead to log(N(E )) that (if at all possible), and it is desirable to have a cheaper
solution.are similar, suggesting that conclusions based on this
One suggestion is to consider only sequences withfunction are likely to hold for alternative forms of energy
the native composition of amino acids (Shakhnovich andfunctions.
Gutin, 1993; Koehl and Levitt, 2002). This constraint doesOn the other hand, significant variations in log(N(E ))
not allow for homopolymers to develop; however, it re-are observed for different counting protocols. Alterna-
duces significantly the space of all available sequences.tive sampling procedures were introduced in the past
Figure 3B shows that not only the log of the number ofin an attempt to overcome the problem of “positive” and
sequences, log[N(E )], is significantly smaller (seen even“negative” design (see below). We consider the matches
on a log scale) but also the fluctuations in log[N(E )] areof alternative sequences into a single structure (we re-
much larger. Is this change “real” in the sense that fixingpeat the calculations of the matches to each of the
the composition shifts the distribution in the correct3660 structures, one structure at a time). Our design is
direction?therefore “positive” in the sense that we check if the
A gentler fix to the homopolymers problem was pro-present sequence fits the probe structure. We do not
posed in a different context (Karchin et al., 2003) (seecheck if alternative structures do not match the same
the Results section). The score energy is defined as thesequence (“negative” design). Consider a poly-cysteine.
difference ETHOM2(A )  ETHOM2(Ar), where Ar is the reverseThis amino acid is highly hydrophobic and adds signifi-
sequence. The energy of a homopolymer is now zerocantly to the stability of the protein (negative energy).
regardless of the structural template. The zero energyFor all compact structures and energy functions (we
is usually quite high, which helps eliminating the contri-know), poly-cysteine is a (very) low-energy sequence.
butions of homopolymers to the counting. Moreover,However, in reality, homopolymers do not adopt a
there is no constraint on the amino acid composition,unique globular shape since all compact structures have
so we anticipate more complete statistics. The resultsabout the same energy, making it impossible to identify
for counting with the above energy difference (Figurea single lowest energy minimum. The positive design of
3B) are essentially identical (on a log scale) to the fullsequences does not consider alternative structures that
counting in Figure 3A, using THOM2 or TE13. Hence,may match the probe sequence. We therefore conclude
the contribution of homopolymers to the statistic of se-that counting all sequences introduce an artifact of over
quences is quite small and either direct counting in fullcounting, since homopolymers are added to the count-
sequence space or counting with the reverse sequencesing incorrectly.
as a reference can be used. The fixed composition,
however, behaves differently. In retrospect, this is not
How Significant Is the Extra Counting surprising. The number of homopolymers is exponen-
of Homopolymers? tially smaller than the number of heteropolymers. At the
In principle, this problem can be addressed by testing native energies (which are reasonably high), their impact
the fitness of a new sequence to all alternative structures is small.
and not only to a single shape (L.M., J.K., and R.E., The main conclusion of our study is the universality
unpublished data). However, exact enumeration in this of the selection function throughout the Protein Data
Bank for proteins longer than 200 amino acids. The func-case is considerably more computationally demanding
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tion G appears to have the same dependence on energy (and linear) correlation with length was found for the
selection temperature.in the neighborhood of the native state over an extensive
set of proteins. A plausible guess for a functional form
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